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Since then, they have become a devoted and sweet member of the non sporting group of dogs. Even so, he is a
dog that loves to be with family and is generally good with children. If you are still wondering if the Bull dog
is right for you, then the best place to start is to get some books or do some research on the Internet about the
English Bulldog. Choosing Your First Puppy Finding a reputable breeder is the only way to ensure that you
will end up with a healthy pet. When you have done your homework on potential breeders, ask them if you
can visit the puppies parents in their home. Check out the conditions that they are kept in, and ask: Do the
puppies seem clean and healthy? Do the breeders keep them in the house or are they left outside? Do they
have kids or cats that the pups can socialize with? Are the litter mates kept together so they can play and learn
from each other? Do they all have healthy appetites and are they free of all parasites? Examine them one by
one. Are they friendly or do they seem shy or hide in the corner? Even though they can look a little
intimidating, they can also be very gentle with children. They are described as affectionate and dependable,
but known for courage and excellent guarding abilities. They will actually seek you out to get all they can get.
They need an owner who knows how to display strong leadership and who understands alpha canine behavior.
A bulldog that knows his place in the human pack is nice and reliable with all people. They are good with
other pets, but some can to be a little pushy with other dogs while trying to keep their place as leader of the
pack. When they are young, they are full of energy, but slow down as they get older. They snore very loudly,
and most will drool and slobber. If yours displays guarding behaviors, such as guarding his toys or food, and
shows signs of wanting to be the pack leader of other dogs, he needs to be shown that you are the pack leader
and that he is to follow your lead. Size and Appearance The general appearance of this breed is broad,
powerful, and compact. The head that is strikingly massive, and seems to be a bit big for their body. They
have short faces, while the muzzle is broad and blunt, and inclines upward. The body is short and well put
together, with limbs that are very strong and muscular. The hindquarters are high and strong but somewhat
lighter compared to the heavier foreparts. They come in a variety of colors, such as red, fawn, brindle, pale
yellow, and white. The size of yours is determined by genetics and the sex of your dog. A male at full maturity
will weigh about 50 pounds, while a female will be about 40 pounds. Diet and Grooming English Bulldogs
tend to be very high maintenance. Special attention must be paid to their ears, coat, eyes, and wrinkles. How
often you groom yours will depend on their specific needs. They can be bushed daily. As your dog gets older,
you may see issues with the eyelids. You may notice the eyelids tend to roll inward or outward away from the
eyeball. Some may require surgery. Brush your dogs teeth about three times a week and look for toys that can
help with canine dental health. Be careful not to bathe to often. A bath up to two times a month is
sufficientâ€”any more can cause skin irritation. Situations of high stress, as when being separated from his
mother and litter mates, can play a big part in this situation. At this stage, it is important to feed food that is for
high energy working dogs. This will help develop better digestive abilities, and ensure intake of both calcium
and phosphorus that is crucial at this stage. It is also important to not change the diet for the first 3 to 4
months. Doing this will help alleviate problems of diarrhea and other digestive issues. So when you first bring
yours home, plan on feeding the same brand of food that the breeder was using. Adult Diet A balanced diet
containing the essential nutrients in correct proportion, with plenty of fresh water is all your adult dog will
need. How often you feed your dog depends on your schedule. Some owners, because of working conditions,
feed theirs only once a day, While some feed them two times a day. In my experience, when you feed your
dog smaller portions throughout the day it can help reduce the occurrence of flatulence and Gastric torsion.
Common Health Issues As with any other breed, there are a few health issues that you should know before you
make your final decision. Keep in mind that dogs may be prone to:
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Chapter 2 : The Guide to Owning an English Bulldog by John Gallagher
[The Bulldog Temperament] Ultimate Bulldog Guide for Owning, Caring and Training The Best Puppy So you have
decided to bring a bulldog into your home and raise them up with your family. The English or French bulldog is a great
dog to have your family.

Their small size, friendly personalities , and playful nature make them an excellent choice for singles and
families alike. But before you bring your puppy home, you should learn how to properly care for their specific
needs. But their flat faces and many wrinkles need a bit of extra attention at grooming time. Be sure to wipe
any dirt out from each fold with a damp cloth or alcohol-free baby wipe at least once a week. Any moisture
left in those deep wrinkles could cause irritation and bacterial growth. Help your Frenchie stay fit with short
walks, a good play session each day indoors, and plenty of opportunities to explore new areas away from
home. This breed is sensitive to higher temperatures. Walks are best in the early morning or later in the
evening. This breed is prone to heat exhaustion; stay indoors on hot days and keep your house cool with an air
conditioner or suitable air flow from fans. Watch out for excessive panting, lethargy, unusual drooling, and
bright red or purple gums. These are signs of heat exhaustion and lack of oxygen. Frenchies can get too cold,
too. Watch out for shivering or breathing difficulties. As with other flat-faced dog breeds, breathing cold air
puts extra strain on their respiratory systems. A warm coat and a long snuggle with you should keep your pal
toasty on chilly days. Watch out for Health Issues Many purebred dogs come with a handful of common
health issues. French Bulldogs are prone to breathing problems due to their short, flat faces. Watch for labored
breathing, especially after playtime or walks. Heat and extreme cold can make breathing issues worse.
Frenchies can also have back problems, too. If your pup is having trouble moving his or her back legs, it could
be a sign of a degenerative myelopathy or a herniated disk. Some French Bulldogs can develop allergies to
fleas and other insects, fabric softeners used on their bedding, and even the cleaning products you use around
the house. An Ounce of Prevention All dog breeds will benefit from frequent, appropriate preventative care.
This is especially important for Frenchies with active social lives and those who spend time away from home.
Your vet will tell you how often your furry friend should visit. Be sure to ask about flea, tick, and heartworm
prevention. Fun and Games Your French bulldog is sure to appreciate new tug toys, teethers and chewers, and
small toys that can be used for hide and seek. If your dog likes to play fetch or chase, choose lightweight and
soft throw toys that they can easily pick up. A Friend for Life French bulldogs are playful, friendly, and
sweet-natured dogs that can adapt to many lifestyles. With the right care, your Frenchie can be your best
friend for many years to come. Leave your Comment Your email address will not be published.
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Chapter 3 : A Guide to French Bulldog Care: Tips for Owning a Happy & Healthy Pup
The Guide to Owning an English Bulldog contains everything that the owner, or prospective owner, needs to know - from
the colourful and exciting history of this breed to selection of a puppy, grooming, feeding, training and showing.

HPB pick - Out of stock Loading HPB condition ratings New: Item is brand new, unused and unmarked, in
flawless condition. No defects, little usage. May show remainder marks. Older books may show minor flaws.
Shows some signs of wear and is no longer fresh. Used textbooks do not come with supplemental materials.
Average used book with all pages present. Possible loose bindings, highlighting, cocked spine or torn dust
jackets. Obviously well-worn, but no text pages missing. May be without endpapers or title page. Markings do
not interfere with readability. All text is legible but may be soiled and have binding defects. Reading copies
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The Guide to Owning an English Bulldog has 2 ratings and 0 reviews. Very Clean.

More Articles August 30, Hoping to bring a dog into your home? Some dog breeds are easier to own than
others, especially for novice dog parents. To find the easiest dog breeds to own, we took a look at a variety of
important characteristics. For instance, you might think you want a smart dog. Ready to find the perfect dog?
Check out 21 of the easiest dog breeds to own. These dogs have a short coat, which does shed. But they need
minimal grooming. And generally, basset hounds are a healthy breed. But beagles love to play, and VetStreet
reports the beagle is one of the most outgoing, approachable, and people-pleasing breeds. He has a
bigger-than-life personality and a merry nature that make him a warm and cheerful companion. This small dog
is a great companion both for adults and older children. That period is usually followed by some serious
cuddle time to satisfy their lovable side. Border terrier Two border terriers iStock. This medium-sized dog has
a moderate energy level. Nonetheless, you can successfully train your bulldog â€” especially if you use lots of
praise and rewards and maintain a sense of humor. Then, consider the Cavalier King Charles spaniel. But they
are friendly and easy to train. If a Cavalier sees an empty lap, he is likely to jump into it, whether he knows the
person or not. Chihuahua Chihuahuas need careful training, like any other breed. Chihuahuas can do well in
families, particularly if the children in the household are gentle and patient with their dog. That means they
adapt well to life in cities, but the breed is hardy enough to enjoy life in rural setting, as well. Just watch out
for cold temperatures to which the Chihuahua can be sensitive. Plus, many Chihuahuas get along with other
pets, especially companions of their own breed. These dogs learn quickly and easily. Collies have a gentle,
laid-back personality. They are also clean and quiet around the house, and they housebreak easily. They do
need to be brushed every week or two. But they are generally odor-free â€” a plus for any would-be pet owner
worried about a smelly dog. Additionally, the corgi responds well to training. Corgis have a medium-length
coat that requires regular weekly grooming, plus an occasional bath. French bulldog A French bulldog enjoys
the outdoors iStock. These lively little dogs always want attention, and they show a knack for entertaining the
people around them. That means brisk walks will be enough to keep them trim and healthy. Plus, the Frenchie
has a well-documented sense of humor. That said, you can count on them to alert their owners to danger Look!
The UPS guy is coming! But they are intelligent dogs , and training is easy as long as you make it a game.
Though German shepherds are large, the AKC reports that they have a medium energy level. Basic obedience
training will make your dog a better companion and strengthen the bond between the two of you. But this dog
breed responds well to training. They like attention and affection, and are a peaceful, gentle friend to adults
and children. But for the most part, this dog breed will be happy to run and play â€” before curling up with
you on the couch. Because of their small size, Italian greyhounds can live happily in an apartment, as well as
in settings with more space. The breed generally stays quite healthy. And because these dogs have a short coat,
they need only weekly grooming with a soft brush. In fact, the AKC characterizes them as one of the easiest
dog breeds to groom. Labs can learn just about anything that you throw at them. They make great companions,
show dogs, hunting dogs, guide dogs, and service dogs. Labs also make great family dogs because they get
along easily with children and with other pets. Plus, they have a short coat that requires only occasional
grooming. They live long and healthy lives. If given the chance, they become easily spoiled. Just keep in mind
that this terrier likes to bark. So proper training will play an essential part in helping him to curb that behavior.
And the papillon also makes a good family dog because the breed likes children. They have a medium-length
coat without an undercoat, though they still require regular brushing. But the standard is outgoing. They have
a medium energy level and enjoy walking, running, and swimming. The pug sheds but needs minimal
grooming. This medium-sized dog also has a medium energy level , according to the AKC. Shelties are easy
to train and are world-class competitors in obedience, agility, and herding trials. And they get along well with
children, as well as with other pets. These small dogs can even live in an apartment if they get daily walks and
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regular opportunities to run. Shelties have a dense double coat and need weekly grooming. And there are some
very good reasons to choose a mixed-breed dog instead of a purebred. For one, the incidence of many genetic
disorders is higher in purebred dogs than in mixed-breed dogs. So a mutt is just as likely to learn to be
obedient and attentive as a pedigreed dog. Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook!
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

The Bulldog is a study in contrasts. Born in Britain but descended from fighting mastiffs brought to the island
nation by Roman conquerors, the Bulldog now bears only slight resemblance to his ancestors in appearance
and character and no similarity in behavior. The bloodthirsty nature that equipped the dog for bullbaiting is
gone with nary a trace; in spite of his frowning countenance, there is no sweeter dog today. In , bullbaiting was
launched as an annual pre-Christmas festival by the Earl of Warren. Two hundred years later the dogs were
referred to as Alaunts, and by they were called bulldogs. Through the next few centuries, animal baiting with
dogs became a popular spectator sport for gamblers. Bulls, bears, and other animals were confined in pits, so
tall, longer-legged dogs were at a disadvantage. The baiting of bulls and bears was outlawed in England in ,
but surprisingly, the Bulldog did not disappear along with the blood sport. In turn, the Bulldog has lent his
good qualities to a number of breeds, including the Bullmastiff, the Bull Terrier, the Boston Terrier, the
French Bulldog, and the Boxer. The Bulldog was granted recognition by the American Kennel Club in , and
during the s and s, was close to the top 10 breeds in popularity. The standard This is a medium-sized dog with
a thick-set, low-swung body, massive short-muzzled head, broad shoulders and chest, and thick, sturdy limbs.
Height is about inches, weight pounds with bitches slightly smaller than males. It is very large and square with
a circumference at least equal to the height of the dog at the shoulders. The forehead is flat, the cheeks
rounded, the face and muzzle extremely short. The jaws are massive; the lower jaw protrudes considerably in
front of the upper jaw and turns up in front. The Bulldog does not lead with his nose as other breeds do;
correct configuration of the jaw pushes the broad nose back on the face. Bulldog ears are set high on the
corners of the skull, as far from the eyes as possible. They are small, thin, and folded, never erect or drooping.
Bulldogs have body-builder shoulders much wider then their rear ends, a feature that combines with the broad
head to make whelping puppies difficult. Cesarean sections are common in the breed. The tail is short and
hung low, either straight or in a spiral held flat against the body. The Bulldog gait is another breed peculiarity.
His muscular structure causes a sidewise, shuffling motion that must be freewheeling and vigorous. The
Bulldog coat is short and glossy and comes in white, red, fallow pale cream to light fawn , or fawn colors and
in brindle and piebald patched patterns. Red brindle is the preferred color and pattern in the standard, followed
by solid white, then solid red, fawn or fallow, then piebald. Solid black is undesirable, but black patches are
acceptable in piebald patterns. The Bulldog temperament is kind, resolute, and courageous, never aggressive
or vicious. The breed demeanor is calm and dignified. The breed has a moderate life span of 10 years in spite
of its medical problems. Health and care The Bulldog structure causes some health problems such as the
aforementioned difficulty in whelping puppies, respiratory troubles, and skin irritations in the creases around
the face and tail. He is also susceptible to eyelid abnormalities, hip dysplasia, congenital heart disease, heart
attacks, and skin conditions, and he snores, snorts, dribbles water after drinking, and passes gas. Because of
the shortened muzzle, Bulldogs often have difficulty breathing in hot humid weather, after exertion, and in
stuffy rooms. Good ventilation and air conditioning are almost essential with this breed. Wire crates are best
for air circulation. Crate the dog in the car as well so you can leave the windows open to avoid stuffiness when
parked. Bulldogs should not romp with the kids during the heat of a warm spring or summer day. When
temperatures reach the upper 80s, the dogs should have an air-conditioned area or at least a basement with a
cool concrete floor. In addition, if the dog pants too violently or for a prolonged period, the membranes in the
throat can dry out and swell, leading to escalating breathing difficulties. The keys to Bulldog health are
moderate exercise, good ventilation, and cool temperatures. Grooming is minimal, but the skin wrinkles on the
head and around the tail must be kept clean to avoid bacterial or fungus infections. The Bulldog is a quiet pet,
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loyal to his family and protective when necessary, but happy to curl up on the sofa, eat two or three square
meals a day, and have his belly rubbed occasionally. A nice site for bulldog owners is Bulldog World. You
may print or download this material for non-commercial personal or school educational use. All other rights
reserved. If you, your organization or business would like to reprint our articles in a newsletter or distribute
them free of charge as an educational handout please see our reprint policy.
Chapter 6 : Dog Owner's Guide Profile: The Bulldog
There's something irresistible about the wonderfully wrinkled French Bulldog. Their small size, friendly personalities, and
playful nature make them an excellent choice for singles and families alike.

Chapter 7 : Your Guide to English Bulldog Puppies | PetHelpful
The English Bulldog has been a popular breed since the late 's and was Initially bred for ferocity and courage. Since
then, they have become a devoted and sweet member of the non sporting group of dogs. While owning a Bulldog can
be a very rewarding, you must be committed to meeting their.

Chapter 8 : The 21 Easiest Dog Breeds to Own
The cost of owning a blue French bulldog is not for the faint of heart The owner of this particular blue Frenchie
discovered that one of her dogs had a neck problem, and although she had purchased her French bulldog from as
reputable breeder (she has 4 altogether so knows what she is doing) the diagnosis and surgery to rectify the issue set.

Chapter 9 : French Bulldog Guide : care tips for french bulldog | The Pros and Cons of Owning a French Bu
Bulldogs are not the most expensive dogs to buy, but yet costly to own The Bulldog is not the most expensive dog, but
he costs a lot more than many other dog breeds. The most expensive dog ever sold is a golden-haired Tibetan Mastiff.
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